
         Purdue Mar[ch] 7 [18]86_ 
My Effie[,] My own darling girl_ 
 I received your dear letter this morning at 9:45 and[,] my own[,] while letters are but a 
poor thing compared with the personal presence they are[,] now that we can’t have the 
personal presence[,] such comfort & a help.  My own precious[,] you feel that they are but a 
little compared with what you long for both to give & take but Darling they are in themselves & 
now such a support and coming from you every day & breathing love all through them Darling 
they are such a support & blessing to me.  Darling I do want you & want what the letter can not 
bring me from you but Effie my own the letters too have a great deal in them that I want & 
must have and they do help me _  Love I am sorry that the old trouble haunts mother.  She is at 
the bottom jealous still I believe when she complains about your being so busy_  It is dreadfully 
vexatious for you do spend almost one half of your time on your pupils and do it to earn money 
while (you can’t avoid drawing comparisons) and Jule does comparatively little that brings in a 
money return.  Yet so far as I have observed Jule is feeling as annoyed as you are if there is any 
interruption to her plans at any time.  She is just as busy in one way.  I mean what she is doing 
at any time is of most vital importance.  Of course Darling[,] I can understand that you are 
invaluable as a help in this house hunting business & I don’t wonder one bit that Mother wants 
you with her all the time she is on the search_  She rely’s on your judgement & coolness in 
looking up the case & I am very glad that she can have someone to keep her head level for if 
she does any such capers as she did last year I think we shall all have to say she shouldn’t keep 
any more boarders_  I think tho that she might have some sympathy for us & some 
appreciation of the position we are in & not everlastingly driving at you and particularly as she 
knows that interference about your letters is your touchy point.  But Darling we are both as 
happy as we reflect that we shant have any thing of the sort a very great while longer_  I shall 
be overjoyed & you will too when the time comes for us to begin to be genuinely happy.  I was 
charmed with the prospect of a house such as you described the 20th St[reet] house to be_  I do 
hope it will turn out to be what you want & you can engage it.  Of course it isn’t worth while to 
describe it if you dont take it[,] for if you describe every house you visit you would be kept busy.  
You might have located it more definitely perhaps but I suppose it is bet[ween] 5th Ave[nue] & 
B’way_  Certainly it would be a convenient thing in every way & much better in many respects 
than 46th St.  I should greatly prefer it were I living in New York at present because of its 
convenience to book stores etc_  Perhaps it will come out all right without any worrying over it.  
Last year was an off year every way & this year has been better.  Perhaps it is the lucky year_  If 
that should go through all satisfactorily then with that & the servant question at rest you could 
hope for some comfort.  If she dont take the Summer quietly we can have one thing favorable[,] 
the house for the wedding[,] & a favorable opportunity for a visit in the latter part of August 
before we leave for the West.  I presume we shall have a great time deciding whom to visit first 
always & whom to visit last & all that sort of thing.  Doesn’t it fill your heart Darling as you think 



of our being together as we shall be with no more separations and going about together as we 
shall always & belonging to each other?  It makes me very happy to think of our marriage & the 
continual companionship.  We have always been such congenial companions & taken such solid 
comfort in being together & now we all have such a chance as never before & can always at any 
moment say “don’t you think so” & compare notes & be happy in being together.  It is such a 
dear sweet comforting thought to me to think about this companionship__  I love you so dearly 
Darling & there are so many many times when I wish now I could come & tell you things & have 
your sympathy.  Well Darling we have all these dear thoughts often & often in our present 
loneliness & we know that we shall not be disappointed for we have already tasted of the 
blessed happy feeling of this intense mutual love & it makes us wild for more & hasn’t filled us 
& left us with no further desire ___  x x x _  I have been to church & just gotten back and it is 
now nine oclock.  My sundays go so fast I don’t seem to have any time at all_  This afternoon at 
chapel Dr. Hay lectured on the Sepoy Mutiny.  He was a missionary there at the time and saw 
the whole thing & his lecture was very interesting indeed.  His manner of telling the thing was 
most excellent and I enjoyed it immensely.  It was well attended.  The chapel was just about 
full.  I expected the boys would turn out over a blood & thunder lecture.  They don’t pretend to 
do so at ordinary times.  I guess that they aren’t aroused by anything short of this for Sunday 
afternoon.  Like the men in the Great Smoky[,] they exhibited intense interest over the story of 
Goliath & such martial themes. 

I haven’t seemed to have any time at all today.  I took a walk with Golden this morning 
& when I got back read your letter and wrote to Papa & then it was dinner time.  After dinner I 
played awhile and then sat down to read in a book on Raphael I have borrowed from Dr Smart.  
I had scarcely gotten started when Huston dropped in & then he left & I read a few minutes & 
then the bell rang & it was Chapel time.  After supper I wrote the first part of this letter & so my 
day has gone and I have scarcely turned around_  Only three weeks more & we shall begin the 
Spring term.  I think that the trustees will meet this week.  My plan of operations is to wait until 
Dr Smart makes a proposal and then if it is anything at all only $1000. accept it with the 
privilege of dropping it if I get anything better & then hunt around at once.  I don’t want to hunt 
up something for a double reason.  In the first place I dont want to be known as hunting about 
for a position.  It will put me in a worse place for good positions if it should be known.  For the 
notion is that a good man doesnt go begging & the second is I don’t want the worry I know I 
shall undergo if I attempt to go into that sort of thing unless it is necessary_  I can get work I 
know if I need to but I dont think the prospect of my needing to is strong enough.  I have a 
letter I wrote meaning to send it to Dr Buttz but I dont want to unless I must.  There is time 
enough yet and I think the best plan is to hang on for awhile_  I shall know before a couple of 
weeks are gone I think.  I am sure Darling I am as anxious as one could be to have some thing 
tangible but I do not think that anything tangible could be fixed just now.  From the course of 
study one might infer that there would be two zoologists here at least but the course of study is 



part wind_  I feel very sure that Dr Smart will keep me and I shall not contract to stay on less 
than $1400.  But will accept $1000 provisionally_  You aren’t worrying over that at all are you 
Darling[?]  I don’t think you need to at all for I think things are going well.  I wish I was in a 
better school.  There are many things here I hate but this is far better than none & far better 
than many & I can expect some thing better with good prospects of getting it if I can hang on & 
prove that I can do good work in the place & hold at present___  I don’t feel blue over my 
prospects & I only wish I had you with me now and I should be then entirely happy_  I am so 
sorry that neither Mag nor Carrie were down.  If one had gone for a day or so it would have 
been a [ill.] thing for her.  They needn’t say much any more about isolation if they let such 
chances slip_  I would go with an old hat for three months & have gone with old clothes among 
nobby fellows for three years for the sake of having a few extra dollars for such things.  I can tell 
you I have had to swallow my pride a good many times & I guess it did me good.  I still do some 
of it for I am sure that no one would enjoy indulging costly desires more than I would_  Miss 
Weed is all right again[,] hasn’t had any relapses[,] and I think she looks much better than 
before she was sick.  She was real pleased because you wanted to be remembered to her__  
And now Darling[,] I am going to stop writing and read awhile.  You haven’t told me yet what 
Aunt Mag said about the watch chain or if she said anything__  Have you been there since she 
received my letter & did she say anything about it.   I guess she is a [ill.] but I don’t see any 
reason for that for she certainly has a right to do as she pleases with her own chain.  If she don’t 
care to sell it she don’t need to do so of course_  Dont forget to tl tell me if she says anything 
about it.  

Now Darling Good night.  I do wish I could talk with you awhile for letters are so hard to 
be tied to all the time.  Good night Darling with a heart all full of love for you & many many 
longings for my own Effie & kisses kisses kisses 

from your 
 Harry __ 
 

How do you like me to end my letters darling[?]  Which of all the many ways do you like the 
best?  Oh I want to talk to you so.  Letters don’t take the place of talk except partially_______ 


